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[*267] I. INTRODUCTION
Companies in numerous industries, including financial services, software, banking,
insurance, and e-commerce, need to re-evaluate the patent potential of the methods they
use to perform their daily business operations in light of the Federal Circuit's recent
decision in State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group, Inc. n1 Two
important principles emerged from the State Street decision which are likely to bolster
and spread the patenting of business methods and software. First, the Federal Circuit held
that a patent claiming a machine which performs a mathematical algorithm, formula or
calculation is patentable subject matter so long as that algorithm is "applied in a 'useful'
way." n2 Second,

[*268] the Federal Circuit laid to rest the "ill-conceived" business methods exception to
patentable subject matter. n3 The State Street decision has sparked considerable debate
within the legal community regarding its practical effects on the procurement,
prosecution, and enforcement of patents directed to "methods of doing business." n4
Although commentators have noted, that even prior to the State Street decision, the
"business methods" exception to statutory subject matter was an exception "in name
only." n5 The decision in State Street bolsters the validity of patents directed to business
methods. n6 The decision also requires patent practitioners to advise clients to examine
in detail their daily business operations, including the use of software applications, to
uncover any potentially patentable methods.
This article presents a practitioner's approach to the procurement and enforcement of
patents relating to "methods of doing business," with particular emphasis on the impact of
the State Street decision on the software, internet, and financial services industries. In
light of this decision, procurement of intellectual property rights, including prosecution of
patent applications claiming novel, non-obvious methods of doing business, presents a
challenge for both counsel and clients to critically examine all potential sources of
intellectual property rights and vigorously pursue an expanded view of potentially
valuable property. Enforcement of such rights, through licensing or litigation, also
presents unique challenges stemming from the nature of method patents in general, as
well as the enhanced complexity of resolving disputes involving "business method"
patents. However, the potential for substantial revenue-enhancement and the injunctive
relief available for patent infringement will likely spur an increase in both applications
for "business method" patents as well as increased enforcement efforts.

[*269] II. BACKGROUND OF LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The first hurdle an inventor faces when trying to patent an invention is ensuring that
his or her invention covers patentable subject matter as defined by 35 U.S.C. § 101. That
section identifies four categories of patentable subject matter, namely a process, a
machine, a manufacture or a composition of matter:
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter; or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title. n7
Although both Congress and the Supreme Court have stated that "anything under the
sun that is made by man" constitutes patentable subject matter, n8 the Supreme Court
has identified "laws of nature," "abstract ideas," and "physical phenomena" as exceptions
to patentable subject matter. n9 The Supreme Court has provided examples of these
categories of unpatentable subject matter:
It is a commonplace that laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas are not
patentable subject matter. A patent could not issue, in other words, on the law of gravity,
or the multiplication tables, or the phenomena of magnetism, or the fact that water at sea
level boils at 100 degrees centigrade and freezes at zero--even though newly discovered.
n10
Over the years, the courts have identified "mathematical algorithms" and "business
methods" as exceptions to statutory subject matter because they were thought to
constitute "abstract ideas" or "laws of nature." n11 The "evolution" of the mathematical
algorithm exception and the business methods exception are discussed in turn below as
well as State Street's impact upon these exceptions.
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Two Supreme Court decisions from the 1970's, Gottschalk v. Benson n12 and Parker
v. Flook , n13 squarely addressed the question of whether mathematical algorithms were
patentable subject matter under § 101 in the context of computer software programs.
In Benson, the Supreme Court defined a mathematical algorithm as "a procedure for
solving a given type of mathematical problem." n14 Thus, practitioners commonly
advise clients that, under these cases, Albert Einstein could not have obtained a patent on
his famous formula E = mc<2>.
In Benson, the Supreme Court held that a patent claiming a method for converting
binary-coded decimal numerals into pure binary numerals using a general purpose
computer was unpatentable. n15 In holding the process unpatentable as an abstract idea,
the Supreme Court stated that since the mathematical formula used to convert the
numerals "has no substantial practical application except in connection with a digital
computer . . . the patent would wholly pre-empt the mathematical formula and in
practical effect would be a patent on the formula itself." n16 The Court in Benson also
appeared to endorse the principle that in order to be patentable, a process patent "must
either be tied to a particular machine [versus a general purpose computer] or apparatus or
must operate to change articles or materials to a 'different state or thing.'" n17
In Flook, the Supreme Court relied upon Benson to hold that a method for updating
the value of an "alarm limit" during the process of catalytic conversion was unpatentable
because the only "inventive" element of the patent was an unpatentable mathematical
algorithm. n18 The mathematical formula in Flook was the second step in a three-step
process where the end result was more than just the product of the formula. However, the
Court asserted that the "notion that post-solution activity, no matter how conventional or
obvious in itself, can transform an unpatentable principle into a patentable process exalts
form over substance." n19

[*271] In 1981, the Supreme Court held in Diamond v. Diehr n20 that a
computerized process for curing synthetic rubber, which contained a mathematical
formula, constituted patentable subject matter. n21 The Court did not view the patent
claims "as an attempt to patent a mathematical formula, but rather . . . an industrial
process for the molding of rubber products." n22 In Diehr, the Court stated:
When a claim containing a mathematical formula implements or applies that formula in a
structure or process which, when considered as a whole, is performing a function which
the patent laws were designed to protect (e.g., transforming or reducing an article to a
different state or thing), then the claim satisfies the requirements of § 101. n23
In response to governing Supreme Court precedent, the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals ("CCPA"), the predecessor to the Federal Circuit, articulated a two-step test,
known as the Freeman-Walter-Abele test, that was used to determine the patentability of
patent claims incorporating a mathematical algorithm. n24 Under this test: 1) "the claim
is analyzed to determine whether a mathematical algorithm is directly or indirectly
recited"; and 2) "if a mathematical algorithm is found, the claim as a whole is further
analyzed to determine whether the algorithm is applied in any manner to physical
elements or process steps," and if the algorithm is so applied, the claim passes muster
under § 101. n25
Thus, the test emanating from Diehr and the CCPA appeared to be that in order to
avoid being invalid under § 101, patent claims incorporating a mathematical algorithm in
a computerized process had to recite some physical transformation or application to
process steps. However, the Supreme Court's decision in Diehr made clear that the claim
as a whole was to be examined to determine patentability, rather than focusing solely on
the existence or non-existence of a mathematical algorithm. n26
In 1994, the Federal Circuit appeared to move away from the physical transformation
requirement articulated in past decisions and liberalized the test for the patentability of
claims incorporating a
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that data transformed by a machine through a series of mathematical calculations, to
produce a smooth waveform display on a digital oscilloscope, was a practical application
of a mathematical algorithm or formula because it produced "a useful, concrete and
tangible result." n29
In State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group, Inc., n30 like In re
Alappat, the mathematical algorithm exception arose again. State Street Bank ("State
Street") asked whether a patent claiming a computerized process and incorporating a
mathematical algorithm in its claims was rendered non-statutory under § 101. n31 The
patent holder, Signature Financial Group ("Signature"), owned a U.S. patent entitled
"Data Processing System for Hub and Spoke Financial Services Configuration." n32 The
patent disclosed a data processing system for implementing an investment structure
where at least two mutual funds ("spokes") pooled "their assets in an investment portfolio
("hub") organized as a partnership." n33 Signature used the "hub and spoke" system in
its business as an administrator and accounting agent for mutual funds. n34 Signature
claimed that the system's utility lay in the fact that it was able to quickly and accurately
perform a valuation of the percentage share that each "spoke" maintained in the "hub,"
while taking into consideration daily changes both in the value of the hub's investment
securities and in the concomitant amount of each spoke's assets. n35 The quick and
accurate calculation of this data is imperative because a mutual fund administrator may
be required to calculate the value of the shares within one and a half- hours after market
closure. n36
State Street sought a declaratory judgment that the patent was invalid, unenforceable
and not infringed. n37 State Street subsequently filed a
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failed to claim statutory subject matter under 35 U.S.C. § 101. n38 The Massachusetts
district court applied the two-part Freeman-Walter-Abele test and held that the patent was
invalid under § 101 for constituting an unpatentable mathematical algorithm. n39
The Federal Circuit reversed the lower court's decision and, relying on In re Alappat,
articulated a more expansive test for the patentability of claims incorporating a
mathematical algorithm. n40 The court held that a mathematical algorithm that produces
numbers as its only output would constitute patentable subject matter so long as it
produces "a useful, concrete and tangible result." n41
The Federal Circuit found that the district court erred in "applying the FreemanWalter-Abele test to determine whether the claimed subject matter was an unpatentable
abstract idea." n42 The Federal Circuit asserted that after the Supreme Court's decisions
in Diehr and Chakrabarty, the Freeman-Walter-Abele test has little, if any, applicability
to determining the presence of statutory subject matter. n43 The panel noted that a
process or machine employing an abstract idea is patentable subject matter, although an
abstract idea standing alone would not be patentable. n44 So long as a claimed invention
produces a "useful, concrete and tangible result," the fact that it involves inputting
numbers, calculating numbers, outputting numbers and storing numbers does not render
the invention non-statutory subject matter. n45
B. Business Method Exception
As an alternative ground for invalidating the patent, the district court in State Street
found that the patent constituted a method of doing
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matter, the patent thus constituted non-statutory subject matter. n47 The Second Circuit
is credited with the development of this exception in Hotel Security Checking Co. v.
Lorraine Co. n48 where the court found that a "method and means for cash-registering
and account-checking," designed to monitor the honesty of restaurant employees, was
merely an abstraction rather than an art. n49 The court in Hotel Security stated, "[a]
system of transacting business disconnected from the means of carrying out the system is
not, within the most liberal interpretation an art. Advice is not patentable." n50
As noted by commentators, however, the language used as the foundation of the
"business methods exception" in Hotel Security was arguably dicta. n51 Because the
court actually found that the invention lacked novelty, the invention was not patentable.
n52
If at the time of Hicks' application, there had been no system of bookkeeping of any
kind in restaurants, we would be confronted with the question whether a new and useful
system of cash-registering and account-checking is such an art as is patentable under the
statute. This question seems never to have been decided by a controlling authority and its
decision is not necessary now unless we find that Hicks has made a contribution to the art
which is new and useful. We are decidedly of the opinion that he has not, the
overwhelming weight of authority being that claims granted for such improvements as he
has made are invalid for lack of patentability. n53
Nevertheless, citing Hotel Security, the official position of the Patent and Trademark
Office ("PTO") was that business methods were unpatentable subject matter. Until 1996,
the PTO's Manual of Patent Examining Procedure ("MPEP") contained a provision,
stating, "Though seemingly within the category of process or method, a method of doing
business can be rejected as not being within the statutory classes. See
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Wait, n54 24 U.S.P.Q. 88, 22 C.C.P.A. 822 (1934)." n55
Since its inception however, the business method exception has received criticism
from both commentators and the judiciary. n56 In a vehement dissent in In re Schrader,
n57 Judge Newman criticized the business method exception to patentability, stating
"since it is . . . an unwarranted encumbrance to the definition of statutory subject matter
in section 101, my guidance is that it be discarded as error-prone, redundant, and
obsolete. It merits retirement from the glossary of section 101." n58
In addition, prior to the State Street decision, one commentator attempted to dispel
the "assumption" held by patent practitioners that the business methods exception acted
as a true bar to patentability of an otherwise novel and non-obvious invention:
For years, patent lawyers have been operating under the assumption that there is a
"negative rule" of subject matter eligibility for patents: that so-called "business methods"
or "business systems" are not patentable. A close look at the case law reveals no such
conclusion. To date, no court majority has ever held that a step-by-step method that
incorporated a novel and non-obvious physical means to accomplish that method was per
se unpatentable simply because the method was directed to a way to conduct business
rather than a way to make or manufacture. Further, the business method exception is of
dubious analytic value. Nearly every case that supposedly invoked this rule simply
restated the longstanding proposition that naked ideas, bereft of anything physically
inventive, are not patentable. At best, these allusions
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In 1996, the PTO deleted § 706.03 from the MPEP and, in the 1996 Examination
Guidelines for Computer Related Inventions stated, "Office personnel have had difficulty
in properly treating claims directed to methods of doing business. Instead such claims
should be treated like any other process claims." n60
This evolution lead to the Federal Circuit's decision in State Street where Judge Rich,
writing for the court, laid the "ill-conceived [business method] exception to rest." n61
Judge Rich noted that since the passage of the 1952 Patent Act, business methods have
been subject to the same legal requirements for patentability as any other process or
method. n62 Judge Rich quoted Judge Newman's dissent and said "Patentability does not
turn on whether the claimed method does 'business' instead of something else, but on
whether the method, viewed as a whole, meets the requirements of patentability as set
forth in Sections 102, 103, and 112 of the Patent Act." n63
The Federal Circuit also noted that no invention has ever been deemed unpatentable
under the business method exception by either the Federal Circuit or its predecessor, the
CCPA. n64 Judge Rich stated that in cases where the business method exception was
applied, including Hotel Security, a finding of invalidity was based on other Title 35
grounds. n65
III. THE EFFECT OF STATE STREET ON THE PROCUREMENT OF PATENTS
In the wake of State Street, patent practitioners should counsel their clients in a wide
variety of fields, including financial services, software, the internet, banking, accounting,
and even insurance to examine their products and services and to procure patents
covering proprietary business methods. Commentators and the PTO have already
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rise dramatically in light of the State Street decision. n66 Both the patent bar and the
PTO reported increases in software patent applications after the In re Alappat decision,
which liberalized the test for the patentability of claims containing mathematical
algorithms. n67 After State Street, in which the Federal Circuit reiterated the In re
Alappat test for patentable subject matter, practitioners and the PTO should expect to see
increased business method software applications in particular. While business methods
and software have been patentable for years, n68 the validity and enforceability of such
patents were questionable in some quarters prior to the State Street decision. In light of
the new opportunities presented by State Street, patent practitioners should educate and
encourage their clients to procure patents covering the novel methods they use to do
business.
A. Changing Perceptions in Light of State Street
Companies in the financial services, insurance or banking industries have not
historically patented their services and products, and may need encouragement and
training from patent counsel to recognize
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upon trade secret protection for their business methods, to the extent these industries
focused on intellectual property at all. However, in light of State Street, companies in
competitive service industries should change their perceptions because procuring patents
on their business methods may create a potential royalty income stream. In addition, such
companies could preclude other companies who independently invent such methods from
using them.
This change in perception is especially important as companies devote more
resources to developing proprietary software or internet services. For instance, the rise of
companies like E-Trade, an on- line investment services provider which has developed
stock plan management software and services; the rise of several on-line financial service
providers, such as Charles Schwab; and the proliferation of numerous mortgage lenders
on- line all demonstrate the congruence of the software and financial services industries
and the need for increased patent protection.
Companies in high technology fields typically do not need encouragement from
patent counsel to file patent applications or an education in the value of a strong patent
portfolio. n69 Statistics available from the PTO show that companies in technologyrelated industries are well-aware of the benefits of procuring patents to protect their
intellectual property and to bolster revenues through licensing. n70 For instance, IBM
obtained over 2,600 patents in 1998, an increase of fifty- four percent from 1997. n71 In
addition to increasing its already substantial patent portfolio in 1998, IBM received over
one billion dollars in licensing revenues from 1,600 different companies that same year.
n72 In recent years, smaller technology companies have also begun procuring patents in
earnest to counter lawsuits brought against them by larger players in the market, to make
themselves more attractive acquisition targets or venture capital investments, and to help
increase their value to share holders when they make their initial public stock offerings.
n73
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State Street. Thus, high technology companies may want to expand their focus from
simply patenting products and processes to include the means and methods by which
these companies run their businesses. For instance, a hypothetical widget factory may
have a novel method of tracking inventory within a warehouse or factory. Thus, in
addition to obtaining patents on the widgets and the methods for making widgets, this
hypothetical company may also patent their software for tracking widgets in the factory
as long as that software meets the other requirements for patentability.
In light of the substantial patenting licensing revenues attained by IBM and other high
technology companies, patent counsel should have little trouble encouraging their high
technology clients to broaden their thinking regarding potentially patentable methods. In
addition, clients in other fields such as banking, insurance, e-commerce and financial
services are likely to be receptive to patenting their business methods based on the
opportunities for licensing revenues and the competitive advantage patent rights can
represent.
B. The Practitioner's Role in Educating and Encouraging Clients to Procure
Business Method Patents
Because of the new opportunities presented by State Street, patent counsel should
encourage companies and inventors to perform a detailed analysis of methods they are
using to decide whether or not to seek patent protection. Patent counsel should advise
their clients to conduct "intellectual property audits," performed either by in- house
personnel or outside patent counsel, to determine if the companies have business methods
that are ripe for patenting, particularly in fields using financial software or e-commerce
applications. Patent practitioners can also conduct informal "seminars" for company
employees to heighten employee awareness of potentially patentable business methods.
Aside from periodic intellectual property audits or seminars, patent practitioners
should counsel larger companies to establish a permanent in-house patent committee
tasked with identifying potentially patentable business methods. A typical patent
committee could include persons responsible for developing proprietary business
methods (such as software engineers), marketing personnel who may be aware of current
trends in the industry and potential areas of exploitation, members of the in- house legal
department who can provide guidelines for what is and is not patentable, and company
management representatives who are
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strategic value of any intellectual property). n74
The patent committee should not only look for potentially patentable business
methods, but also determine which methods are worth the time and expense associated
with procuring a patent. Due to the expense of developing and patenting proprietary
business methods, companies may have to choose which business methods or software
applications they should pursue for patenting. Those chosen should be the most widely
applicable methods so licensing revenues can be maximized. Unpatented and
unpatentable methods can still be protected as trade secrets if efforts are made to protect
their confidentiality.
Heightened awareness and constant evaluation of potentially patentable business
methods are important so that companies do not lose potentially valuable patent rights
based on a public use or on-sale bar. n75 Furthermore, if the predictions by patent
practitioners and the PTO of increased business method patent filings prove true,
companies using proprietary business software will have a strong incentive to strengthen
or "beef up" their patent portfolios covering business methods to remain competitive in
their respective fields and to counteract possible infringement claims by competitors.
n76
IV. THE EFFECT OF STATE STREET ON PATENT PROSECUTION
In light of the opportunities provided by State Street for obtaining potentially valuable
business method patents, companies should seek the help of experienced patent counsel
in drafting business method patents. Prosecution of business method patents requires
unique skills and experience. For example, researching potential prior art may prove
especially difficult. Drafting claims broad eno ugh to cover competitors' practices (but
narrow enough to withstand validity challenges) also requires an experienced patent
prosecutor. Furthermore, in light of the expected State Street proliferation of software and
business method patents, companies may consider having either in- house or outside
patent counsel continuously conduct proactive patent searches to discover any potential
infringement. These proactive patent searches allow design or process changes to be
made early to avoid later patent infringement litigation.
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Patent applicants and their patent counsel have a "duty of candor and good faith"
toward the PTO during prosecution of their patent applications. n77 This includes the
duty to disclose all non-cumulative, known prior art that is material to patentability. n78
This duty is imposed to protect the public's "paramount interest in seeing that patent
monopolies spring from backgrounds free from fraud or other inequitable conduct." n79
Conduct before the PTO, which may render a patent unenforceable, includes 1) a failure
to disclose material information n80 as well as 2) any submission of false information
with an intent to mislead. n81
While a patentee's duty of candor toward the PTO requires him or her to reveal
references of which he or she is aware, the patentee is not under an affirmative duty to
research the prior art before filing a patent application. However, patent counsel may
consider conducting a patentability search prior to filing so that potential prior art can be
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counsel draft claims that are not rendered obvious or anticipated by the prior art and,
hence, may make it more likely that the patent could withstand validity challenges at a
later time. Submitting potential prior art references will allow the PTO to consider that
same prior art when examining the application, and if the application is later allowed, it
may be more difficult for an infringer to assert that the same prior art invalidates the
claims. n82 Whether to conduct a prior art search is highly fact-dependent and such a
decision will change depending on the circumstances of any one case, client, or patent.
Applicants for business method patents may have a difficult time discovering all
relevant prior art during patent prosecution. This difficulty is due to the relative lack of
business method patents as compared to the traditional arts, and also the previous reliance
by many companies on trade secret protection rather than patent protection for business
methods. Thus, patent counsel will require creativity and diligence to discover relevant
prior art (if a decision is made to search) when prosecuting business method patents.
There are, however, ways of obtaining potential "prior art" business methods.
Competitive product information sheets, for example, could be prior art. Trade shows and
seminars (some even sponsored by competitors) could yield prior art. Patent counsel
could also conduct article searches in the relevant field to discover potential prior art
business methods. These efforts, admittedly, may be difficult in the insurance, banking,
and financial services fields. However, with more and more financial services and
banking companies creating internet access to their products and services, it may be
possible to discover proprietary business software and e-commerce applications. Because
there is a relative lack of existing business method patents, the PTO may heavily rely
upon these non-patent prior art materials when examining a business method application,
particularly if the claims are drafted broadly.
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1. Include a variety of claims
Patent prosecutors drafting method patent claims should be careful to draft claims
with as broad a scope as possible. The broader the patent's scope, the more processes and
products the patent is likely to cover. n83 The scope of a business method claim, for
example, may be determined after reviewing prior art to ensure the claims are drafted to
overcome that prior art. Another strategy patent counsel typically use is drafting both
broad and narrow claims as part of the same patent. The narrower claims cover the
specific product or process produced by the patentee. These narrow claims help ensure
that if a validity challenge to the broad claims was successful, the narrower claims might
still survive.
In addition to both broad and narrow claims, patent prosecutors often may draft
claims in means-plus- function/step-plus- function format n84 or in "pure" method or
apparatus format. A possible disadvantage of drafting claims to recite means-plusfunction elements (in the case of apparatus claims) or step-plus- function elements (in the
case of
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material, or acts in the patent specification and their equivalents. n85 Thus, patent
prosecutors typically include both "pure" method or apparatus claims and means/stepplus-function claims in order to provide a patent with a potentially desirable scope.
Another important consideration for patent prosecutors, which may broaden patent
coverage, is to draft mixed apparatus/product and process/method claims for software or
e-commerce applications. By drafting claims to cover a product/apparatus to carry out a
process, the patentee can sue competitors who produce infringing products, rather than
being limited infringers of process claims who may be consumer end-users.
2. Draft claims to support a finding of direct infringement by competitors
Patent counsel should also draft claims to cover the provider of a service, i.e., a
competitor of the client, rather than the end- users who are likely to be individual
consumers. Inartful drafting may limit a claim to the consumer of a service provided by a
competitor and not the competitor. In this situation, the inartful drafting may prevent the
patentee from claiming direct infringementby the competitor under § 271(a). n86 This
inartful drafting may limit the patentee to enforcing its business method patent using only
§ 271(b), inducement of infringement n87 or
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at a disadvantage for several reasons: 1) the patentee may have difficulty in proving
direct infringement, which is required for both doctrines; n89 2) the patentee may have
difficulty in proving the competitor had the requisite intent needed for induceme nt; n90
or 3) the competitor may be able to assert a substantial noninfringing use, which is a
defense to contributory infringement. n91
For example, in the internet context, a patent's method claim, which requires active
participation by a consumer, raises difficult enforcement issues. Some patents on webbased commerce include, among other steps, the step of "transmitting, using a computer,
a request to purchase." n92 In this context, who is the infringer? Because the
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provider cannot directly infringe. Neither is the consumer a direct infringer, because the
consumer or end-user does not set up the website. Thus, identifying a direct infringer may
be difficult (or even impossible). Prudent patent counsel should, if possible, critically
examine all claims during prosecution to avoid these issues.
C. Proactive Patent Searching by Patent Counsel to Avoid Infringement or to
Challenge Validity
Aside from broadly drafting business method patents to cover competitors' products
and services, patent counsel may consider advising clients to perform proactive patent
searches. Patent counsel may also advise investigating services and methods under
development by competitors (to the extent possible) to avoid infringement. To reduce the
cost of these proactive searches and to ensure that these proactive searches occur on a
regular basis, design-around investigations may be conducted by in- house counsel
working with technical personne l, if appropriate.
If a potential infringement problem is discovered, clients should consider employing
experienced patent counsel to provide validity or infringement opinions of a competitor's
patents to rebut allegations of willful patent infringement. n93 Willful infringement
allows for trebling of damages should patent infringement be proved. n94 If the potential
infringement is discovered early in the development of the client's products or process,
the design around of a patented method may be
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technical standpoint) are generally less resource- intensive than hardware "fixes." In the
financial services or banking industries, the design-around of a business method patent
may also be relatively painless if the design-around involves merely altering one step in a
process.
Moreover, searching and monitoring competitors' patents may allow a client to file
reexamination requests with the PTO. n95 If the client can point to documentary prior
art--patents and printed publications--that raise a substantial new question of patentability
regarding an issued patent, the PTO may order a reexamination. n96 A potential benefit
of initiating a reexamination of a competitor's patent is that the statute allows "any
person" to anonymously initiate the process. n97 An attorney, for example, may initiate
the reexamination process on behalf of an undisclosed third party. n98 This
reexamination may invalidate a competitor's patent before costly litigation is necessary.
V. ENFORCEMENT OF PATENTS IN LIGHT OF STATE STREET
Once clients have procured business method patents, patent counsel should encourage
clients to continuously evaluate their intellectual property positions in their respective
fields. Continuously evaluating an intellectual property position is particularly
encouraged when those clients are faced with competitors who merely copy the client's
business method or when a competitor engages in an aggressive enforcement program of
their own. With the predicted proliferation of business method patents in light of State
Street, companies in the internet, banking, software, financial services, accounting, and
insurance industries should not only procure patents covering their proprietary business
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these potentially valuable company assets. Patent counsel should also educate clients that
discovering potential infringers of a patented business method may present unique
challenges. Many business methods, for example, may be practiced in-house at a
competitor's business and not in a publicly accessible or visible manner. Therefore, any
enforcement program will necessarily require creative and diligent policing of the
marketplace and the competition.
Clients have two primary enforcement options to consider when faced with potential
infringers. The client may 1) negotiate a license with the potential infringer; or 2) bring a
patent infringement lawsuit aga inst an infringer. Each of these options has associated
costs and benefits, and a company's licensing and/or litigation attorneys should work
together with the client to arrive at the most profitable and favorable solution for the
patentee-company.
A. Enforcement Through Licensing
As discussed in the procurement section of this article, section III, the potential
revenues for licensing business method patents may be substantial. Patentees are wise,
therefore, to actively monitor the marketplace to discover potential infringers and to offer
patent licenses. The effects of State Street have been noted with respect to potential
licensing programs of e-commerce companies that have recently obtained patents
explicitly detailing internet applications. n99
For instance, CyberGold, Inc. is an on- line marketing company which recently
obtained an e-commerce business method patent. n100 This patent covers the practice of
paying consumers to view advertisements on the internet. n101 Shortly after
CyberGold's patent issued, the company's press release stated the newly issued patent
gives the company "the 'sole right to pay consumers on- line incentives--including cash,
points, frequent flyer miles or other forms of compensation.'" n102 As part of that same
press release, CyberGold stated that it had not yet identified any potential infringers of its
patent, but CyberGold also stated that it intended to license its patented product. n103
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filings on business methods to provide a counterweight to companies like CyberGold.
Thus, in addition to using their business method patents as swords against infringing
competitors, clients may use the leverage of their own business method patent portfolios
as shields to obtain favorable cross-licensing arrangements. When confronted with
infringement claims and royalty demands by aggressive competitors, a client may defend
with their own patent portfolio.
Generally, the more financially prudent course of action may be to pursue
enforcement by negotiating a patent license with infringing competitors. Litigation is
inherently unpredictable and, despite State Street, litigating business method patents,
such as the CyberGold's internet services patent, may be especially unpredictable. Such
business method patents have been relatively untested in the courts. n104 Furthermore,
the cost associated with litigating a patent infringement suit to completion can be
substantially more expensive than simply negotiating a reasonable royalty rate at the
inception of the dispute.
Stac Electronics v. Microsoft Corp. n105 provides a case in point regarding the
advisability of resolving an infringement suit without resorting to expensive and timeconsuming litigation. n106 In 1992, Microsoft approached Stac to license Stac's patented
process. n107 Stac demanded royalties totaling $ 96 million, but Microsoft refused to
pay more than a total of $ 24 million. n108 Negotiations ultimately broke down and Stac
sued Microsoft, resulting in a damages award to Stac of $ 120 million minus an offset of
approximately $ 14 million for alleged misappropriation of Microsoft trade secrets by
Stac. n109 It is estimated that each party spent approximately $ 7 million dollars on legal
fees dur ing the thirteen- month litigation. n110 Thus, when all was said and done, the
damages award Stac received, minus the offset and Stac's attorneys' fees, was $ 99
million--almost exactly the royalty amount that Stac had offered to Microsoft at the
outset. However, not all cases present the same economic context or factors.

[*290] Thus, to the extent that business method patentees can obtain favorable
royalties from infringers, it will probably be less expensive and burdensome to negotiate
a license or cross- license rather than resort to litigation.
B. Enforcement Through Litigation
1. Litigation overview from the patentee's perspective
Aside from licensing a business method patent, a patentee has the option of pursuing
a patent infringement lawsuit against an infringer. n111 The potential "costs" of
litigation should be carefully considered before a patentee chooses to undertake a lawsuit.
In most patent infringement lawsuits, the alleged infringer asserts a counterclaim for
declaratory relief of patent invalidity and noninfringement. n112 Thus, litigation has the
potential to put the validity of the patentee's business method patent at risk.
Prior to earnestly pursuing a patent infringement suit, patent counsel should advise
the patentee to informally resolve the matter. An amicable resolution can avoid the
expense of "full blown" patent litigation. One typical and logical first step to informally
resolving a dispute is to simply send a letter to the alleged infringer. This letter should
alert the alleged infringer of the existence of the patentee's patent. n113 Because such a
letter could cause the alleged infringer to file a declaratory relief action, the wording of
any notice letter to the alleged infringer must be carefully considered. To prevent the
alleged infringer from racing to the courthouse to secure a forum convenient to the
infringer--and possibly inconvenient to the patentee--counsel may wish to advise the
patentee to file a patent infringement lawsuit in the patentee's chosen forum and then
attempt informal resolution processes before initiating full-blown discovery. n114
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successfully prove that a competitor is a direct infringer of the patent. n115 As discussed
above, patentees face a heavier burden of establishing infringement by competitors where
their competitors are, at most, contributory infringers or are inducing others, such as
consumer end- users, to infringe. n116
Further, as discussed above, another aspect to consider is cost. Patent litigation may
cost the parties millions of dollars by the time the case has progressed to trial. n117
However, litigation may be the only alternative when an alleged infringer refuses to
negotiate a favorable license, or when profit margins on the patentee's products are so
high that licensing the patent does not make economic sense.
2. The challenge of discovering alleged infringers
For companies like CyberGold, it may prove relatively simple to discover potential
infringers. Internet companies, can simply "surf the net" to determine what other on- line
service providers offer incentives, such as cash payments or other benefits, to users for
visiting particular websites. n118 However, for the owner of a software patent on a
particular investment management program, such as the patented method at issue in State
Street, n119 discovering infringers may prove to be more difficult. Because many
business methods are used in- house and, therefore, may not be visible and accessible to
the public, it may be difficult for patentees to investigate whether potential defendants are
using the patented method. Furthermore, identifying the direct infringer of a method
claim may be more difficult depending on the process steps required by the claim.
Obviously, the broader the claim, the easier it will be for the patentee to argue that the
patent covers a competitor's business practices.
Although patentees must complete a reasonable investigation under Rule 11 before
filing patent infringement lawsuits, n120 the Federal

[*292] Circuit allows patentees to plead infringement on information and belief which
lessens the burden of the pre-filing inquiry to some degree. n121 In addition, some
patentees may be able to allege patent infringement with a minimal pre-filing
investigation, particularly these patentees have a good faith argument that the accused
products can only be made using the patented method. n122 Thus, there are means of
overcoming the unique challenges presented when trying to determine infringers of a
method patent.
3. Defining the scope of business method patent claims
Another uncertainty when litigating a business method patent is how the court will
construe the claims of the patent-in-suit. Federal Circuit and Supreme Court precedent
have established that it is the responsibility of the court to determine the meaning of
patent claims. n123 In construing patent claims, courts are guided by a plethora of
canons of claim construction that have developed in the case law. n124 Litigation
counsel should be aware of these competing claim construction rules when arguing for a
particular claim construction. n125 For instance, numerous court decisions state that
patent claims must be given their "ordinary," "accustomed," or dictionary meanings
unless "examination of the specification, prosecution history, and other claims indicates
that the inventor intended otherwise." n126 Thus, claim terms are generally construed
according to their ordinary meaning, unless the patentee has defined those terms
"specially" within the specification or file history. n127

[*293] A threshold issue in claim construction is whether the claims of the method
patent contain "step-plus-function" elements. n128 The result of the court's
determination may have a substantial effect on validity and infringement analyses.
Business method claims that recite the results of the method, but not how to perform the
method steps, may be construed as "step plus function" claims under § 112, P6. n129
The claim scope would thus be limited to "acts" described in the patent specification.
n130 Because step-plus- function claims are given a narrowed interpretation, n131 it may
be

[*294] more difficult to invalidate the claims. n132 At the same time, however, it may
also be more difficult to prove infringement. n133 Thus, counsel should carefully
examine the risks and benefits of arguing the application of § 112, P6 in a particular
case. Section 112, P6 can not be asserted to apply for every patent, and thus this issue
will not arise in every case.
Neither patentees nor alleged infringers can be certain at the outset of a patent
infringement lawsuit whether the court will construe the method patent claims as reciting
step-plus-function elements. This step-plus-function determination typically does not
occur during patent prosecution and will likely be raised for the first time at a Markman
hearing. n134 The timing of a Markman hearing varies; for example, in some
jurisdictions, the court may issue jury instructions before it construes the claim language.
n135
Parties may also be limited in the kind of evidence they can present to aid the court in
construing the patent claims. In Vitronics Co. v. Conceptronic, Inc., the Federal Circuit
asserted that it is proper for a cour t to consider extrinsic evidence if the intrinsic evidence
"unambiguously describes the scope of the patented invention." n136
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specification; and 3) the patent's prosecution history. n137 Under principles espoused in
Vitronics, if intrinsic evidence clearly shows a claim is subject to § 112, P6, the inquiry
should generally end, i.e., no extrinsic evidence should be allowed to contradict the
unambiguous intrinsic evidence. n138
If, however, the court is unable to interpret the claim language using intrinsic
evidence, parties may be able to support their proposed claim construction by presenting
extrinsic evidence. n139 Extrinsic evidence can include expert and inventor testimony,
treatises, dictionaries, and prior art. n140 Arguing the interpretation of a method claim
may be facilitated with the proper use of visual aids to make the process appear tangible
and more readily understandable to the court.
However, it may be difficult to find prior art discussing a "business method" to
present as extrinsic evidence during the claim construction. As previously discussed,
most patents and articles typically discuss tangible products or apparatuses, not business
methods. n141
C. Litigating Against a Business Method Patent After State Street
Although alleged infringers of business method patents may no longer be able to
successfully challenge the validity of such patents under 35 U.S.C. § 101, a full range of
invalidity defenses may still be raised under other provisions of the patent laws. n142
For example, the patent claims must still be "novel" n143 and "non-obvious" n144 in
light of the prior art. n145 Alleged infringers may also raise a panoply of arguments
using the provisions of § 112, including lack of enablement, n146 failure of the
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indefiniteness of the patent claims. n148
For instance, competitors have raised questions as to the validity of the e-commerce
patent recently obtained by CyberGold. n149 CyberGold's patent, as discussed earlier,
covers the practice of paying consumers to view advertisements on the Internet. n150
Because this practice of paying consumers has been performed both directly and
indirectly for decades, one competitor asserts that this practice lacks novelty. n151 A
second competitor opined that, despite State Street, the CyberGold patent would still be
invalid on subject matter grounds because CyberGold's patent "covers a 'concept, not
technology' and is too broad" to warrant patent protection. n152 Thus, just because a
business method patent covering an Internet application or software program is found to
cover statutory subject matter, the inquiry does not end--the patent claims must still pass
muster under the remaining provisions of the patent laws.
VI. CONCLUSION
The post-State Street era will present challenges and opportunities for counsel and
clients alike. As more business method patents are prosecuted, the PTO may offer
additional guidelines to practitioners and examiners on the proper examination of these
patents. If and when more business method patents are litigated, the courts (especially the
Federal Circuit) may shed more light on how such patents should be construed and
enforced. In the long run, clients and prudent counsel will do well to alter and expand
their views of patentable subject matter and prepare their companies' intellectual property
strategy accordingly.
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